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Relationship 

resident/resident 

(N=26)

Characteristics Interventions
Bully resident

Impulsive

Discourteous 

Controlling

Imposing

Competitive

Confronting

Envious

Asocial

Strict

Confused

Low self-esteem

Irresponsible

Talkative

Pessimistic

Lonely

Bullied resident

Difficulty to adapt to changes

Limited skills

Physical or cognitive capacities

Looks different

Bully resident

Exclusion, confinement or relocation

Empathy or conciliation

Seeking approval of others

Highlight bully’s skills and talents

Apologizing

Meeting with the director

Bullied resident

Avoidance

Affirmative communication

Denunciation to director

Complaint

Dyadic discussion

Support from relative

Witness

Denunciation to director

Recommending denunciation

Direct intervention with bully

Humor

Supporting bullied person

Behaviors Frequency Relationships Interactions Intention Causes
Bully resident

Psychological violent 

conducts

Verbal violent conducts

Physical violent conducts

Sexual violent conducts

Social violent conducts

Accusing and critisizing 

conducts 

Conducts to re-establish 

his territory

Opposition to authority 

conducts

Sporadic

Repetitive (many 

incidents with the same 

person, same person in 

many contexts, same 

context, many people or 

collective)

Controlling someone by 

using one’s personnality

Showing his talents or 

skills

Controlling someone to 

impose his desire

Controlling someone by 

using the established 

social network

Controlling someone with 

one’s seniority

Unidirectional 

dyadic

Bidirectional dyadic 

(conflict)

Dyadic in public

Expansion of interaction 

(many residents

at once) 

Expressing dissatisfaction

Expressing feeling in a 

clumsy way

Being condescending

Pointing out a troubling 

difference

Re-establishing a territory 

and a  sense of belonging 

Showing opposition

Competitive situations

Situations outside usual 

social network

Situations of new 

experiences

Assertiveness

Intolerance

Introduction Objective Methodology

Although the scientific aspect of bullying among youth is well documented, it is not when it comes to older 

adults1, and even less concerning private retirement homes (PRH). People in PRH ‒ residents, relatives, 
employees, directors and volunteers ‒ are not equipped to prevent and counter the bullying situations. 

Not knowing what to do, they feel helpless. Not being aware of the actions which could be taken to prevent or 

counter bullying situations, could make those situations occur over a long period of time, repeat and lead to 

important consequences. 

Identifying and better 

understanding the bullying 

situations experienced in PRH 

and interventions carried out

to prevent or counter them.

This descriptive and comprehensive study is based on the Schéma des caractéristiques

de l’intimidation spécifiques aux aînés1 and on qualitative methods. 

Individual semi-structured interviews with 11 participants (1 director, 4 residents, 4 employees,

2 resident-volunteers) of two PRH from Centre-du-Québec and a mixed thematic content analysis, 

were conducted.

Results
• 36 bullying situations

• Public places (ex. : entertainment room, dining room, chapel, market) or private places (ex. : apartments, director’s office)

• 3 types of relationships: resident/resident (N = 26 situations); resident/employee (N = 9 situations); relative/resident (N = 1 situation)

Relationship 

resident/employee 

(N=9)

Characteristics Interventions
Bully resident

Pessimist

Discourteous

Dissatisfied

Critisizing

Demanding

Controling

Impatient

Bullied employee according to position Bully resident

Exclusion

Bullied employee

Courteous or polite attitude

Confrontation

Role reversal

Witness

Showing empathy and support to employee

Recommending denunciation

Recommending indifferente attitude

Director

Making a file and follow-ups

Complaint procedure or incident report

Meeting with all parties involved

Apply graduated consequences

Behaviors Frequency Relationships Interactions Intention Causes
Bully resident

Psychological violent conducts

Verbal violent conducts

Physical violent conducts

Social violent conducts

Social contamination

Unjustified denunciation

Accusatory conducts

Sporadic or repetitive (same 

person in many contexts or 

collective, ex. gossip)

Denigrating the choices and 

skills of another

Assertiveness

Putting pressure or stress on 

someone

Dyadic in public

Expansion of interaction 

range

Looking for attention 

Expressing dissatisfaction

Feeling assertive when 

bullying someone

Waiting (long delay

or lateness)

Change or reorganization

Difference of opinions

Conclusion Collaborators

These results contributed to the conception and 

development of a serious game aiming to prevent and 

counter bullying in PRH.

This game is going to be implemented and evaluated in 

two PRH of Centre-du-Québec over 2019-2020.

• Association québécoise de défense 

des droits des personnes retraitées 

et préretraitées (AQDR) nationale

• Fédération des aînés et des retraités 

francophones de l’Ontario (FARFO)

• Research chair on mistreatment of 

older adults

Relationship 

resident/relative 

(N=2)

Characteristics Interventions
Bully relative

Agressive

Disrespectful

Controlling

Easily offended

Critisizing

Bullied resident

Confident

Accomodating

Submissive

Observation, being

on the look out when 

having doubts

Direct verification with 

the resident during

the incident

Mentioning

the incident in

the daily report or 

informing the director

Supporting

the resident by visiting

Behaviors Frequency Relationships Interactions Intention Causes
Verbal violent 

conducts

Psychological 

violent 

conducts 

(denigrating)

Sporadic

Repetitive 

(same person 

and similar 

context)

Having authority over 

someone

Demeaning someone

Dyadic in public

Unidirectionnal 

dyadic

Infantilizing 

someone

Denigrating

Resident 

does not 

give in to 

the 

demands
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